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Most of the fluorescent components of the extract were retained and cardinalic acid was eluted with 
water in the first fractions. Fractions containing cardinalic acid were loaded onto ECTEOLA-cellulose 
column (Cl - form) equilibrated with water. Cardinalic acid was retained as a thin blue fluorescent band 
on the top, and eluted with 0.01M HCI. Cardinalic acid obtained by this procedure was shown to be free 
of any contaminant that could interfere with the subsequent assays. 

The ultraviolet spectra from cardinalic acid were very similar to those of xanthurenic and kynurenic 
acid. Cardinalic acid and xanthurenic acid had similar fluorescent color (emission maximum wavelength 
around 480 nm). Studies of their acid-base properties gave similar pKa  values for cardinalic acid and 
kynurenic acid (Table 1), suggesting the same free substituents for both molecules (Figure 1). These 
results pointed at the possibility that cardinalic acid was an 8-derivative of xanthurenic acid. The infrared 
spectrum gave strong peaks in the region around 100 cm, suggesting the presence of a sugar in the 
molecule. The chemical hydrolysis gave xanthurenic acid and glucose. This was further confirmed by 
hydrolysis of cardinalic acid with -glucoside; since the products were xanthurenic acid and glucose, 
the linkage to the glucose was established. This is the first time that a glucoside of xanthurenic acid 
has been characterized from natural sources. 
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Ford, S. and L. Tompkins. Temple University, 	Falk and Atidia (1975) described an assay that mea- 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania USNA. An assay 	 sured the responses of Drosophila melanogaster males 
to measure the consumption of attractants 	 to repellents in solution. We have developed a similar 
in solution. 	 assay in which the consumption of different attrac- 

tants can be measured. 25-35 adult male flies, 3-5 
days old, are starved for 18 hours in a 95 x 25 mm 

shell vial that contains water-saturated filter paper. After starvation, the vial is inverted onto a 35 x 10 
mm plastic culture dish that contains 2 ml of a medium consisting of 1.5% agar, 1 M sucrose, glucose or 
fructose, water and red food coloring (3 drops/lOmI). The flies are allowed to feed on the medium for 1 
hour, after which they are anesthetized with carbon dioxide and the number of flies that have red-colored 
abdomens is determined. 

We have observed that 99–0, 97–1, and 98–1 % of the Oregon R males had red abdomens after being 
tested with sucrose, glucose and fructose, respectively (15 groups of flies were tested with each attract-
ant). However, Oregon R females are somewhat less attracted to the stimuli; 62–3, 58–2, and 64–4 % have 
responded to sucrose, glucose and - fructose, respectively (15 groups were tested with each attractant). 

We have also used this assay to screen populations mutagenized with EMS and have recovered two 
X-linked mutations that affect the responses of males to 1 M sucrose; specifically, 64–2 and 57–3 % of the 
males have red-colored abdomens (15 groups of males from each mutant stock were tested). 
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